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Chapter 8: 3D Figures 

Chapter 8: Three-Dimensional Figures 

8.1  Three-Dimensional Figures 
Objectives: 

 Classify solids 
 Determine the shapes of cross sections and intersections of solids & planes. 

 

 Types of Solids 

Polyhedra Not Polyhedra 

           
 Polyhedron 

 A solid formed by polygons that enclose a single region of space. 

 The flat polygonal surfaces of a polyhedron are called its faces. 

 A segment where two faces intersect is called an edge. 

 The point of intersection of three or more edges is called a vertex of the 
polyhedron. 

 

 Prisms 

 A prism is a special type of polyhedron, with two faces 
called bases, which are congruent, parallel polygons. 

 The other faces of the polyhedron, called lateral faces, are 
parallelograms that connect the corresponding sides of the 
bases. 

 The lateral faces meet to form lateral edges. 

Prisms are classified by their bases. 

 A prism whose lateral faces are rectangles is called a right 
prism. Its lateral edges are perpendicular to its bases. 

 A prism that is not a right prism is called an oblique prism. 

 The altitude (aka height) of a prism is any perpendicular 
segment from one base to the place of the other base. 

 

 Pyramids 

 A pyramid is a polyhedron with one polygonal face (called the 
base) and whose lateral faces are triangles formed by segments 
connecting the vertices of the base to a common point, the vertex, 
not on the base. 

 Pyramids are classified by their bases.  

 The altitude (aka height) of a pyramid is the 
perpendicular segment from its vertex to the 
place of its base. 
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 Circular Solids 

 Spheres 

 A sphere is the set of all points in space at a given distance from a given point. 

 The given distance is called the radius of the sphere, and the given point is the center of the 
sphere. 

 A hemisphere is half a sphere and its circular base. 

 
 Cylinders 

 A cylinder is a solid with two bases which are congruent, parallel circles. 

 The segment connecting the centers of the bases is called the axis of the cylinder.  

 The radius of the cylinder is the radius of a base. 

 If the axis of a cylinder is perpendicular to the bases, then the cylinder is a right cylinder. 

 A cylinder that is not a right cylinder is an oblique cylinder. 

 The altitude (aka height) of a cylinder is any perpendicular segment from the plane of one base to the 
plane of the other. 

 
 Cones 

 A cone has a circular base and a vertex. 

 The radius of a cone is the radius of its base. 

 The vertex of a cone is the point that is the greatest perpendicular distance from the base. 

 The altitude (aka height) is the perpendicular segment from the vertex to the place of the base. 

 If the line segment connecting the vertex of a cone with the center of its base is perpendicular to the 
base, then it is a right cone. 
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 Investigating Cross Sections 

 A cross section of a solid is the two-dimensional figure formed by the intersection of a plane and 
a solid when a plane passes through the solid. 

 Go to www.geogebra.org 

 Search for: 3D Geometry & Cross Sections   
Author: Duke 

 Click on Cross Sections & Solids for FSA(7) 

 Explore the sections (listed below) and describe the cross section(s) formed when a plane 
intersects the solid.  

 Consider planes parallel to and perpendicular to the solid’s base, as well as “slanted” 
planes. 

 
Solid Cross Section(s) 

Sections of  
Rectangular Pyramids 

 

Sections of Cylinders 

 

Sections of Cones 

 

Sections of Spheres 

 

Sections of Cubes 

 

 
 
 

  

http://www.geogebra.org/
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8.2  Transforming two-Dimensional Figures 
Objectives: 

 Apply rotations & translations to two-dimensional plane figures to create three-dimensional solids. 
 Describe three-dimensional solids formed by rotations & translations of plane figures through space. 
 Build three-dimensional solids by stacking congruent or similar two-dimensional plane figures. 

 
 Investigating Rotations in Three-Dimensional Space 

 Go to www.geogebra.org 

 Search for: Rotating 2D Shapes to Make 3D Shapes   
Author: Sobarrera 

 Explore rotating triangles, rectangles and circles. 

 Record your findings below. 

2D Shape 3D Shape 
Relate the dimensions of the 2D shape to the 
3D shape 

Triangle 

  

Rectangle 

  

Circle 

  

 

 Translations in Three-Dimensional Space 

 A 2D figure is translated through space in a direction that is perpendicular to the plane 
containing the 2D figure to form the solid shown: 

2D Shape 3D Shape 
Triangle  

 

 

Rectangle  

 

 

Circle  

 

 

 
 

http://www.geogebra.org/
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 Stacking Two-Dimensional Congruent or Similar Figures 

 Stacking Circles 

 What is the name of the solid formed by a stack of congruent circles? 

 

 What is the name of the solid formed by a stack of similar circles? 

 

 Stacking Squares   

 What is the name of the solid formed by a stack of congruent 
squares? 

 

 What is the name of the solid formed by a stack of similar squares?  

 

 Stacking Triangles 

 What is the name of the solid formed by a stack of congruent triangles?  

 

 What is the name of the solid formed by a stack of similar triangles? 

 

 

8.3 Volume of Prisms & Cylinders 
Objectives: 

 Use Cavalieri’s principles to estimate the approximate volume of irregular or oblique figures. 
 Calculate the volume of prisms and cylinders 

Recall that the volume of a three-dimensional figure is the number of non-overlapping cubic units contained in 
the interior of the figure.  

Problem 1 ~ Developing a Basic Volume Formula 
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Complete the Conjecture: 
If B is the area of the base of a right prism and h is the height, then the formula for volume is _______. 

Volume of Oblique Prisms  

 
 Cavalieri’s Principle for Volume 

 Consider the solids below. All three have cross sections with equal areas, 𝐵, and all three have 

equal heights, ℎ. By Cavalieri’s Principle, it follows that each solid has the same volume. 

 

Example 1 ~ Cavalieri’s Principle 
Each stack of memo papers shown contains 500 sheets of paper. Explain why 
the stacks have the same volume. Then calculate the volume, given that each 
sheet of paper is 3 inches by 3 inches by 0.01 inches. 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 2 ~ Volume Applications 
A cord of firewood is 128 cubic feet. Macy has three storage boxes for firewood that each measure 2 feet 
by 3 feet by 4 feet. Does she have enough space to order a full cord of firewood? A half cord? A quarter 
cord? Explain your reasoning. 
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Volume of Cylinders 

 

Example 3 ~ Finding the Volume of an Oblique Cylinder 
a. Find the height of the cylinder shown if the height is twice the radius.  

b. Find the volume of the cylinder. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Example 4 ~ Comparing Densities 
You gather data about two wood logs that are approximately cylindrical. 
Based on the data in the table, which wood is denser, Douglas fir or 
American redwood? 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Density =
weight

volume
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8.4  Volume of Pyramids & Cones 
Objective: 

 Calculate the volume of pyramids and cones 

Problem 1 ~ Connecting the Volumes of Prisms and Pyramids 

    

a. How are the solids alike?  

b. How are they different?  

c. Find the volume of the rectangular prism. 

d. How does the volume of the prism compare to that of the rectangular pyramid, if the pyramid’s 
volume is 12 cubic centimeters? 

Problem 2 ~ Connecting the Volumes of Cylinders and Cones 

    
a. How are the solids alike?  

b. How are they different? 

c. Find the volume of the cylinder. Leave your answer in terms of 𝜋. 

d. How does the volume of the cylinder compare to that of the cone, if the cone’s volume is 75𝜋 
cubic feet? 

4 cm 
4 cm 

9 ft 9 ft 

3 cm     3 cm 
 

3 cm 
 

3 cm 
 

5 ft 

5 ft 
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𝑉pyramid = 𝑉prism = 𝑉cone = 𝑉cylinder = 

Example 1 ~ Volume Application with Pyramids 

The Great Pyramid in Giza, Egypt, is approximately a square pyramid 
with the dimensions shown. The pyramid is composed of stone blocks 
that are rectangular prisms. An average block has dimensions 1.3 meters 
by 1.3 meters by 0.7 meters. Approximately how many stone blocks 
were used to build the pyramid? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 2 ~ Volume Application with Cones 

A conical paper cub has the dimensions shown. How many fluid ounces of liquid 
does the cup hold? Round to the nearest tenth.  (Hint: 1 in.3 ≈ 0.554 fl oz.) 
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Examples ~ Volume of Pyramids and Cones 
3. Find the height of the triangular pyramid. 4. Find the radius of the cone. 

 

8.5  Volume of a Sphere 
Objective: 

 Calculate the volume of spheres 
Recall that a sphere is the set of points in space that are a fixed distance from a point 
called the center of the sphere. The intersection of a sphere and a plane that contains 
the center of the sphere is a great circle. A great circle divides a sphere into to 
congruent halves that are called hemispheres. 
Examples ~ Volume of a Sphere 
Find the volume of the ball shown. If necessary, round to the nearest hundredth. 

1. Bowling ball 2. Basketball 

Example 3 ~ Volume Application with Spheres 
A British thermal unit (BTU) is a unit of energy. It is approximately the amount of energy 
needed to increase the temperature of one pound of water by one degree Fahrenheit. As you 
will see in the following example, the energy content of a fuel may be measured in BTUs per 
unit of volume. 

A spherical gas tank has the dimensions shown. When filled with natural gas, it 
provides 275,321 BTU. How many BTUs does one cubic foot of natural gas yield? 
Round to the nearest BTU. 
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8.6 Applications with Volume 
Objectives: 

 Use volume formulas for cylinders, pyramids, cones, and spheres to solve problems. 
 Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to describe objects 
 Apply concepts of density based on area and volume in modeling situations 
 Apply geometric methods to solve design problems  

1. Describe a strategy for approximating the volume of the vase shown. Then 
determine the approximate volume of the vase to the nearest hundredth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. A typical hot-air balloon is about 75 feet tall and about 55 feet in 
diameter at its widest point. About how many cubic feet of hot air 
does a typical hot-air balloon hold? Explain how you determined 
your answer. 
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Displacement  

What happens if you add a scoop of ice cream to a 
glass filled with root beer? 

The volume of the liquid that overflows equals the 
volume of the solid below the liquid level. This volume 
is called the object’s displacement. 

 
3. Marlie wants to find the volume of an irregularly 

shaped rock. She puts some water into a rectangular 
prism with a base that measures 10 cm by 15 cm. When 
the rock is put into the contain, Marlie notices that the 
water level rises 2 cm because the rock displaces its 
volume of water. What is the volume of the rock? 

 

 

 

 

Density 

An important property of a material is density. Density is the mass of matter in a given volume. You 
can find the mass of an object by weighing it. You can calcuate the density by dividing the mass by 
the volume: 

density =
mass

volume
 

4. A clump of metal weighing 351.4 grams is dropped into a cylindrical container, causing the water 
level to rise 1.1 cm. The radius of the base of the container is 3 cm. What is the density of the metal? 
Given the table, and assuming the metal is pure, what is the metal? 

 


